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JUSTICE ANTONIN SCALIA DEVELOPED his theory of originalism
in response to the concept that the Constitution is a living document
that evolves and adapts over time. Justice Scalia argued that the latter
approach inappropriately increased judicial power at the expense of
democratically elected institutions. He suggested that the United
States Supreme Court should confine itself to applying the Constitu-
tion’s text as it was understood by the founders in 1791. In an alterna-
tive formulation, the Court should interpret the text as an ordinary
citizen of the time did.1

Whatever the merits of originalism, Justice Scalia miscalculated
the difficulty of interpreting the Second Amendment (“the Amend-
ment”) in District of Columbia v. Heller.2 The Amendment states: “A well
regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the
right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”3

Justice Scalia read the Amendment as a twenty-first century lawyer
would instead of an ordinary citizen of 1791.4 He made a vital mistake
based on inadequate research when he established a strong presump-
tion that the Amendment created an individual right to bear arms
separate from the right to serve in a state militia. He erred again when
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1. See, e.g., Thomas A. Schweitzer, Justice Scalia, Originalism and Textualism, 33 TOURO

L. REV. 750–51 (2017); David A. Strauss, Originalism, Conservatism, and Judicial Restraint, 34
HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 137 (2011); Antonin Scalia, Originalism: The Lesser Evil, 57 U. CIN.
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2. District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 576 (2008).
3. U.S. CONST. amend. II.
4. See Richard A. Posner, In Defense of Looseness, NEW REPUBLIC (Aug. 26, 2008),

https://newrepublic.com/article/62124/defense-looseness [https://perma.cc/53RW-
35FT] (rejecting that the Constitution’s meaning changes with public consciousness);
Adam Winkler, Heller’s Catch-22, 56 UCLA L. Rev. 1551, 1573–74 (2009).
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he determined intent based on textualism, which is more fitted to in-
terpreting statutes than the Constitution.5

Without this strong presumption, Justice Scalia’s arguments fall
short because he lacked a sound historical method. If he used such a
method, he would have discovered that historical change obscured
the ordinary meaning of the Amendment in several important ways. It
is likely that in the early Republic the Amendment protected only a
person’s right to carry a gun in a state militia. Justice Scalia’s failure
illustrated that constitutional interpretation requires an additional, in-
tense commitment to studying early American history using a histori-
cal method, not a legal one. Originalists must also address several
theoretical issues before they can succeed in their analysis. Until then,
originalists should be circumspect in their constitutional
interpretations.

I. Justice Scalia’s Ordinary Meaning

In a famous Gedankenspiel,6 Ludwig Wittgenstein once asked
what an observer would know if a group of people removed the lids of
boxes and independently said “beetle.”7 Did each box contain a bee-
tle? If so, was it an Egyptian scarab beetle or a ladybug? Wittgenstein
argued that the observer knew very little, if anything, about what was
in the boxes. Indeed, the word beetle has no meaning without shared
context. Language is a game played between people. Unless a person
knows the relevant language game, he or she cannot fully understand.

Justice Scalia did not understand the language game played in
the early Republic. He heard “the right of the people to keep and
bear Arms” and assumed every person saw the same beetle. He neither
inquired into how the militia functioned in 1791 nor considered how
John Adams argued that the militia represents the entire people. If he
had, Justice Scalia would not have established a “strong presumption”8

that the Amendment “guarantee[d] the individual right to possess

5. See Jonathan R. Siegel, The Legacy of Justice Scalia and His Textualist Ideal, 85 GEO.
WASH. L. Rev. 857, 858–59 (2017) (discussing that Justice Scalia focused almost exclusively
on text instead of legislative intent when interpreting statutes); see Lawrence Rosenthal,
Originalism in Practice, 87 IND. L.J. 1183, 1241 (2012) (discussing textualism in practice).

6. Gedankenspiel, COLLINS DICTIONARY, https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dic-
tionary/german-english/gedankenspiel [https://perma.cc/654G-9YVX] (defining the
German “Gedankenspiel” as ”intellectual game” or “mind-game”).

7. LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN, PHILOSOPHICAL INVESTIGATIONS 106–07, § 293 (G.E.M. An-
scombe, P.M.S. Hacker & Joachim Schulte trans., revised 4th ed. 2009) (ebook).

8. District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 581 (2008).
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and carry weapons in case of confrontation,”9 which he based on the
disjunction between the membership of the people in the second
clause and the “Militia” in the first clause. Without this presumption,
Justice Scalia’s argument fails to convince.

A. The Facts and Previous Proceedings

In 2003, Dick Heller, a District of Columbia special police officer,
challenged the District of Columbia’s Firearms Control Regulation Act,
which generally prohibited handguns in the federal enclave.10 The
Firearms Control Regulation Act required that shotguns and rifles be
stored unloaded and either disassembled or disabled with a trigger
lock.11 The District Court dismissed the challenge.12 The Court of Ap-
peals reversed, holding that three sections of the Firearms Control Regu-
lation Act violated the Amendment.13 The Court granted the District’s
writ of certiorari,14 and the Court held the previously identified provi-
sions violated the Amendment.15 Justice Scalia wrote the opinion for a
five-Justice majority.16

B. The Misinterpretation of “the People” in the Second Clause

Justice Scalia sought to interpret the Amendment’s words “in
their normal and ordinary [meaning] as distinguished from technical
meaning,”17 and in the meaning “known to ordinary citizens in the
founding generation.”18 This suggests starting with the first clause of
the Amendment: “A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the se-
curity of a free State.” However, Justice Scalia began by reading and
assigning primacy to the second clause.19 The second clause states,
“the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be in-

9. Id. at 592.
10. Id. at 576–77; see D.C. CODE § 7-2501 (2001).
11. Heller, 554 U.S. at 576; see generally D.C. CODE § 1-85, https://code.dccouncil.us/

dc/council/laws/docs/1-85.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZA5C-EARK].
12. Parker v. District of Columbia, 311 F. Supp. 2d 103, 109–10 (D.D.C. 2004), rev’d,

Parker v. District of Columbia, 478 F.3d 370 (D.C. Cir. 2007), aff’d, Heller, 554 U.S. 570
(2008).

13. The Circuit Court voided the sections barring the registration of handguns, re-
quiring a license for carrying a pistol, and requiring that all lawfully owned firearms be
kept unloaded and disassembled or bound by a trigger lock or similar device. Parker, 478
F.3d 370.

14. Heller, 554 U.S. at 574.
15. Id. at 628–30.
16. Id. at 573.
17. Id. at 576.
18. Id. at 577.
19. Id.
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fringed.”20 Only after Justice Scalia interpreted the second clause, did
he return to the first clause to clarify ambiguity in the second clause.21

This choice is crucial for his interpretation and depends on an ahis-
torical, legal method of interpretation.

He based his interpretation on three legal treatises that state that
the founders would read the preamble, or prefatory, clause as “not
limit[ing] or expand[ing] the scope of . . . the operative,” or second,
clause.22 Justice Scalia read these post-Civil War treatises to state that a
preamble might clarify, but not change, an operative clause in late
eighteenth-century America.23 He then quotes an 1802 case from En-
gland to support of his argument about how the American founding
generation interpreted the Amendment.24 This is typical of Justice
Scalia’s reliance on legal materials written long after the Amendment
was ratified.25 He seemed to do so in part to prove his case and in part
to respond to the dissent’s arguments. This approach might work in
the courtroom, but Justice Stevens points out that such methodology
is ahistorical.26

Justice Scalia’s next argument—that Justice Joseph Story inter-
preted the Amendment as creating an individual right separate from
militia service—shows why his approach does not work in a history
department.27 First, Justice Scalia read the Amendment in a histori-
cally naı̈ve manner. He did not recognize the beetle-in-the-box prob-
lem at all. Next, Justice Scalia compounded it by noting that Justice
Story relied on two historical sources, which he read as “clearly” con-
sistent with his interpretation.28 Finally, he interpreted Justice Story’s
statement that the founders took a “similar” approach in the Amend-
ment as the “same” approach.29 Justice Scalia’s interpretation led to a
set of matryoshka dolls with nothing at its center.30

Second, Justice Scalia ignores information that might contradict
his interpretation. For example, Justice Story has a different tone on
how to interpret legal documents with preambles. Preambles can be

20. U.S. CONST. amend. 2, cl. 2.
21. Heller, 554 U.S. at 577–78.
22. Id. at 578.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. See, e.g., id. at 605–19 (beginning with earlier post-ratification commentary).
26. See id. at 670 (Stevens, J. dissenting) (discussing post-Civil rulings and statements).
27. See, e.g., id. at 608 (responding to Justice Stevens’ argument that Justice Story in-

terpreted the Amendment as the dissent).
28. See id.
29. Id.
30. See id. at 607–08.
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“a key to open the mind of the makers” of a statute in the common
law and should do so in constitutional interpretation.31 Justice Story
did not use this example, but the Constitution provides a famous one.
It begins with, “We the People,” and not, “We the States.”32 Preambles
mattered to Justice Story, and he would have almost certainly inter-
preted the phrase “the People” in the Amendment as “the sovereign
people” and not as Justice Scalia did in Heller.33

Returning to Heller, Justice Scalia interpreted “the People” in the
second clause to determine the case’s outcome. He acknowledged
“the People” had an idiomatic meaning.34 He also acknowledged that
the Founders “arguably” used “the People” collectively in other consti-
tutional provisions, but he found a “right” attributed to “the People”
refers to an individual right in the Amendment.35

Justice Scalia rejected Justice Stevens’ argument that the Amend-
ment protects both individual and collective rights to serve in a state
militia.36 Justice Scalia acknowledges that “the People” can mean the
political community.37 He grudgingly admitted that parts of the Con-
stitution “arguably” use “the People” in such a manner when referring
to the powers granted to the new federal government.38 However, “no-
where else in the Constitution does a ‘right’ attributed to ‘the People’
refer to anything other than an individual right.”39

Justice Scalia disposed of Justice Stevens’ argument—joined by
three other justices—in a footnote.40 Justice Scalia stated that al-
though the “right to assemble cannot be exercised alone,” it does not
require membership in a defined group as does membership in a mili-
tia.41 Even if correct, however, it would still be a collective right. Fur-
thermore, Justice Scalia asserted that “Justice Stevens is dead wrong to
think that the right to petition is ‘primarily collective in nature’” and

31. JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES IN

THREE VOLUMES (1833) (2005), https://lonang.com/wp-content/download/Story-Com-
mentariesUSConstitution.pdf [https://perma.cc/KS2S-EZZY].

32. U.S. CONST. pmbl.
33. See, e.g., STORY, supra note 31 (“[T]he absolute sovereignty of the nation is in the

people of the nation.”).
34. Heller, 554 U.S. at 579–80.
35. Id.
36. Id. at 625.
37. Id. at 579–80.
38. Id.
39. Id. at 580.
40. Id. at 579, n.5.
41. Id.
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cites a 1985 Court decision as proof.42 This would seem very far from
what an ordinary citizen or voter would do in 1791.

This debate over individual and collective rights is merely prelim-
inary to Justice Scalia’s primary argument. “[I]n all six other provi-
sions of the Constitution that mention ‘the people,’ the term
unambiguously refers to all members of the political community, not
an unspecified subset.”43 A militia consisted only of “those who were
male, able bodied, and within a certain age range.”44 Therefore, the
Amendment protected the rights of “all Americans” as individual
human beings. This mismatch creates “a strong presumption that the
Second Amendment right is exercised individually and belongs to all
Americans.”45

No.
This mathematical mismatch should have caused Justice Scalia to

pause, not barrel on to a doubtful conclusion. Was Justice Scalia’s ap-
proach how ordinary people would have interpreted the two words in
1791? Did he misunderstand a usage—or two? He did. Here—as else-
where—the dissent was right. “The People” meant “the sovereign Peo-
ple.” The New York ratification convention stated that the militia
consisted of a “body of the people.”46 The 1780 Massachusetts Consti-
tution stated: “The people have a right to keep and to bear arms for
the common defence.”47

Most tellingly, none of the justices considered John Adams’ A De-
fence of the Constitutions of Government of the United States.48 When dis-
cussing Roman history, Adams wrote “[t]hat the people be continually
trained up in the exerci[s]e of arms, and the militia lodged only in
the people’s hands, or that part of them which are mo[s]t firm to the
intere[s]t of liberty, that [s]o the power may re[s]t fully in the

42. Id.
43. Id. at 580.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 581.
46. The New York Convention, in THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF

THE CONSTITUTION (John P. Kaminski et al. eds., Univ. of Va. Press, digital ed. 2009),
https://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/default.xqy?keys=RNCN-print-02-23-02-
0001-0011 [https://perma.cc/XC7T-SCT9] (“That the people have a right to keep and
bear arms: That a well regulated Militia, including the body of the people capable of bear-
ing arms, is the proper, natural and safe defence of a free State.”).

47. MASS. CONST. art. XVII. Justice Scalia argues this provision protects an individual
right based on passing dicta in a Massachusetts case. Heller, 554 U.S. at 601–02.

48. See Heller, 554 U.S. 570; see 3 JOHN ADAMS, A DEFENCE OF THE CONSTITUTIONS OF

GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (1788).
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di[s]position of their [s]upreme a[ss]emblies.”49 He repeated this us-
age and analysis later: “Thus we have the truth from him[s]elf; the
whole people were a militia under the kings, under the [s]enate.”50

Adams explained the reasoning behind conjoining “the militia”
and “the People”: “It mu[s]t be made a [s]acred maxim, that the mili-
tia obey the executive power, which repre[s]ents the whole people in
the execution of laws.”51 The usage was clear in his mind, and others
made similar comparisons.52 The Amendment might not follow this
usage. Perhaps the ordinary meaning of the Amendment is different,
or the ordinary citizen might not understand the Amendment simi-
larly. Nonetheless, Adams’ words destroy any presumption that the
Amendment protects an individual right based on the disjunction be-
tween how “the militia” and “the People” are defined.53

Although requiring more interpretation to show the usage, the
Virginia Declaration of Rights also stated “[t]hat a well regulated mili-
tia, composed of the body of the people, trained to arms, is the
proper, natural, and safe defense of a free state.”54 The body of the
people—everybody in theory—composed the militia in the state
where George Washington, James Madison, and several prominent an-
tifederalists had their homes. At that time, only the militia could pro-
tect a free state against a standing army. Individuals could not by
themselves.

C. Parsing “to Keep and Bear Arms” as a Lawyer Would

Justice Scalia interpreted the meaning of the phrase “to keep and
bear arms” as a lawyer would in his initial interpretation and in his
rebuttal of Justice Stevens’ dissent. Justice Scalia carefully built a lin-
guistic argument that “to keep and bear arms” includes an individual
right to self-defense. It does not fail completely, but it also does not
succeed without the help of a strong presumption that Justice Scalia
established—almost certainly erroneously.

Justice Scalia began by separating the clause into “to keep arms”
and “to bear arms” using several dictionaries and numerous snippets
from many North American and English sources such as dictionaries

49. ADAMS, supra note 48, at 471.
50. Id. at 472.
51. Id. at 475.
52. See Heller, 554 U.S. at 599 (stating that “[w]hen a select militia is formed; the peo-

ple in general may be disarmed”); see also infra Section III.
53. See STEPHEN P. HALBROOK, THE FOUNDERS’ SECOND AMENDMENT 188–89 (2008).
54. VA. CONST. art. I, § 13.
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and Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England.55 Justice Scalia
ultimately found that “to keep arms” meant to possess weapons and
that it lacked any distinct military connotations.56

Justice Scalia also rejected that “bear arms” has any strong mili-
tary conations because it “did not refer to only to carrying a weapon in
an organized military unit.”57 The strong presumption created by Jus-
tice Scalia’s reading of “the People” allowed him to use the word
“only” to dismiss an acknowledged idiomatic usage supported by the
first clause. Without it, his analysis would be thrown back onto the first
clause, which referred only to a “well regulated militia.” The reference
to a “well regulated militia” supports reading “to bear arms” as refer-
ring to the militia. The phrase “to keep arms” responded to fears that
increased federal power over state militias would allow the federal gov-
ernment to take away the militia’s weapons. Some argued that the fed-
eral government might take away all guns from individuals.

Next, Justice Scalia emphasized that some individuals used the
term “bear arms” in connection with self-defense and hunting.58 Addi-
tionally, nine state constitutions “clearly” protected an individual right
to carry a gun.59 Such an individual right was too important to be left
unprotected from the federal government.60

That state constitutions may protect such an individual right does
not imply the U.S. Constitution does. Neither the President nor Con-
gress were expressly given such power over the individual right—but
the federal government did receive more power over the state militias.
Furthermore, the first clause’s reference to a “well regulated militia”
limits the federal government’s power. Justice Scalia’s interpretation
did not account for changes in federalist thinking in the fifteen years
after the Declaration of Independence; this will be discussed more
fully in Section III.

Finally, Justice Scalia argued that the English Bill of Rights guar-
antees many citizens the right to “have Arms for their Defen[s]e suita-
ble to their Conditions, and as allowed by Law.”61 It prevented English
monarchs from disarming the populace through the pretext of fish
and game laws and, therefore, is an individual right.62 Some scholars

55. Heller, 554 U.S. at 589.
56. Id.
57. Id. at 585 (emphasis added).
58. Id. at 599.
59. Id. at 584–85.
60. See id. at 604.
61. Id. at 584–85, 593.
62. Id. at 606.
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in the early Republic debate this.63 Justice Scalia also underestimated
the antifederalist imagination. They believed the new Constitution
would subject them to threats similar to those faced by their English
forbearers.64

Justice Scalia’s objective was a historical one, not a legal one.
Only a brazen historian would transplant a right from 1688 England
across an ocean and a hundred years later, unchanged, into a federal
form of government without more proof. The founding generation
adapted history to their particular circumstances.65

D. Conclusion of Justice Scalia’s Ordinary Meaning

So far, Justice Scalia made fine distinctions more typical of a law-
yer or a linguist than an ordinary citizen. He considered only the evi-
dence that supported his argument, and he never defined ordinary
citizen or ordinary meaning. Yet, Justice Scalia found that the first
clause “fits perfectly” to announce the second clause’s purpose and
nothing more.66 Justice Stevens’ interpretation that the first clause
clarifies that an individual’s right to keep and bear arms exists only in
a well-regulated militia fits perfectly as well.67

It is possible to spend many more pages reviewing the wealth of
arguments made by Justice Scalia, but that would be somewhat beside
the point. He failed to prove his case because he never looked into
the boxes to see if there was a beetle inside, and if so, what kind of
beetle it was. He needed a sound historical method to do so. The next

63. See, e.g., House of Representatives of the United States, PA. PACKET, Dec. 18, 1790, at 2
(discussing the importance of individuals “of carrying arms . . . bearing arms” in militias);
see, e.g., A Farmer I, in THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITU-

TION (John P. Kaminski et al. eds., Univ. of Va. Press, digital ed. 2009), https://ro-
tunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/RNCN-02-11-02-0003-0074 [https://perma.cc/EM3W-
RLQP] (discussing that the English Bill of Rights declares a standing army contrary to the
Constitution, and a militia the only natural and safe defense of a free people); see generally
Lois G. Schwoerer, To Hold and Bear Arms: The English Perspective, 76 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 27
(2000) (arguing that Parliament was concerned with the militia in passing the English Bill
of Rights).

64. See, e.g., The Address and Reasons of Dissent of the Minority of the Convention of the State
of Pennsylvania to Their Constituents, in THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF

THE CONSTITUTION (John P. Kaminski et al. eds., U. Va. Press, digital ed. 2009) (describing
how the right to discipline might lead to “a select militia . . . [that] will best answer the
purposes of government”); see infra Section III.A.

65. See generally TREVOR COLBOURN, THE LAMP OF EXPERIENCE: WHIG HISTORY AND THE

INTELLECTUAL ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (Liberty Fund 1988).
66. Heller, 554 U.S. at 598.
67. Id. at 625.
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Section suggests several historical methods that might have helped
him in his effort to recover meaning from the past.

II. Historical Methods and Constitutional Interpretation for
Lawyers

Justice Scalia argued that Justice Stevens “relies on the proposi-
tion, unsupported by any evidence, that different people of the found-
ing period had vastly different conceptions of the right to keep and
bear arms.”68 Even if one agreed with this statement, Justice Scalia did
the same thing without knowing it. His approach lacked the power to
show how an ordinary citizen understood the Amendment because it
focused too much on the word and not enough on the concrete
meaning. It focused on a momentary and isolated interpretation in-
stead of the interconnections between members of a society that give
words meaning.69

Solving these difficulties will prove problematic for originalists,
for obvious reasons: the world of 1791 no longer exists,70 and most
lawyers have only an introduction to history as a discipline.71 Original-
ists can do better than they did in Heller. Originalists need to apply
better historical methods that work in the courtroom. They might “re-
enact” historical events surrounding the Amendment’s ratification to
better imagine the context and intentions of the ordinary citizen—
however the latter is defined.72 A more sophisticated hermeneutics
would have led them away from dictionaries and preconceptions.73

A. Context and Meaning

Philosopher and historian Robin George Collingwood wrote, “the
historian’s picture of the past is . . . in every detail an imaginary pic-

68. Id. at 604–05.
69. See BERNARD BAILYN, SOMETIMES AN ART: NINE ESSAYS ON HISTORY 80 (2015).
70. See id. at 20.
71. Buckner F. Melton, Jr., Clio at the Bar: A Guide to Historical Method for Legists and

Jurists, 83 MINN. L. REV. 377, 384 (1998); see Richard H. Fallon, Jr., The Meaning of Legal
“Meaning” and Its Implications for Theories of Legal Interpretation, 82 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1235,
1242–43 (2015) (arguing that originalists lack the historical skills necessary to do their
stated task).

72. BAILYN, supra note 69, at 37–39 (discussing that placing people in their historical
context raises a question of morality because some see doing so as an excuse for immoral
behavior); see R. G. COLLINGWOOD, THE IDEA OF HISTORY 231–49 (Oxford Univ. Press, rev.
ed. 2005).

73. HANS-GEORG GADAMER, TRUTH AND METHOD xx (Joel Weinsheimer & Donald G.
Marshall trans., 2nd ed. 2006).
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ture.”74 No one can ask James Madison why he wrote the draft of the
Bill of Rights. No one can ask George Washington why he chose
Madison to shepherd the amendments through Congress, nor can any
watch the many backroom negotiations that must have occurred once
Madison submitted the proposed amendments. Washington and
Madison could just as well be fictional characters without changing
how historians think about them.75 But historians—and now jus-
tices—must make meaningful sense of this past. How can they do it?

Collingwood argued that historians should study the “inside” of
historical events as well as physical facts.76 Historians should “re-enact”
the event; that is, they should try to re-think the thoughts of the
human beings involved in a particular historical situation. A historian
may “select[ ] from them [the statements in the record] what he
thinks important, and omit[ ] the rest; he interpolates in them things
which they do not explicitly say.”77 Then, a historian may properly
“criticize[ ] [the historical statements] . . . by rejecting or amending
what he regards as due to misinformation or mendacity.”78

Collingwood called this method the “common-sense theory” of
history,79 and it sounds very much like what Justice Scalia did in Heller.
The latter seemed to believe he could access historical truth “only be-
cause it exists ready made in the ready-made statements of his authori-
ties.”80 Furthermore, Justice Scalia acted as if he was his “own
authority and his thought [was] autonomous”81 much of the time.
Each justice was like a landscape painter that “tries to work on that
theory of art which bids the artist copy nature.”82 This was only a
“fancy” because any justice “is always selecting, simplifying, schema-
tizing.”83 For example, Justice Scalia’s sense of law and history told
him he need only consider some facts and not others. Possibly, this
sense told Justice Scalia that he should add certain bits of information
to show causation more clearly and that he could leave out other bits

74. COLLINGWOOD, supra note 72, at 245.
75. See id. at 7–8.
76. Id. at 213.
77. Id. at 235.
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Id.
81. Id. at 236.
82. Id.
83. Id.
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of information as unimportant.84 Unlike Justice Scalia, the best his-
torians put their sources under scrutiny, in a Socratic fashion.85

Collingwood further noted that every historian starts out with
their own personal criteria for judging sources and narratives.86 Un-
less historians discover and reflect upon these personal criteria, it re-
sults in an inaccurate common-sense theory of history.87 It is a
bankrupt theory when historians make themselves into the authority
of the subject they are studying.88 This does not always mean that
these historians write bad history, but the best historians reflect on
their criteria and craft. Only then can they let their authorities speak
in the present.89 Such is the ideal.

Justices and lawyers must make their authorities public so that
they can be evaluated. Justice Scalia does not do so in Heller. He may
have referenced some larger events in passing, but he focused on how
the founders likely incorporated the right to bear arms in the 1688
English Bill of Rights in the Amendment. He took these sources at
face value, and he did not acknowledge that the sources are effectively
‘fictional characters’ created by historians. He was not interested in
the larger course of events because he thought them irrelevant to the
specific question before the Court.

Justice Scalia was wrong to do so. Interconnections and change
fill history, and the founding generation leaders were not systematic
thinkers, except perhaps for President Thomas Jefferson.90 Some
could theorize about Montesquieu and Blackstone. Still others could
toss in a reference to them, but they were part-time, practical politi-
cians trying to form a brand-new nation from thirteen former colonies
that had become independent states in 1789. The founders were war-
riors, and they saw a world full of threats.

Few elites had much time for abstract theorizing. This is even
more true of the ordinary citizen. If the originalists want to under-
stand how the ordinary citizen understood the Constitution, they
need to descend from the ethereal plain of political philosophy to the
material world of forming a new nation. Justice Scalia needed to focus
more on 18th century North America. For example, it is possible to
think through how Madison understood the situation when he

84. See id.
85. See id. at 33.
86. Id. at 237.
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. BAILYN, supra note 69, at 34–35.
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drafted the proposed Bill of Rights, and this Article will do so in Sec-
tion III.

B. Truth and Method

German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer developed methods
for understanding words from the past.91 He compared and con-
trasted legal hermeneutics and historical hermeneutics. His discussion
highlighted the methodological hurdles that originalism must jump
over to be credible. The hurdles are not easy, and many a horse might
balk with no discredit to itself.

Gadamer considered whether the distinction between legal and
historical hermeneutics is real. He stated that the jurists’ primary task
is “filling a . . . gap in the system of legal dogmatics.”92 They have little
or no interest in history as a subject, and they “under[stand] the
meaning of the law from the present case and for the sake of this
present case.”93 This is a stereotype, but Gadamer eventually con-
cluded that no “unequivocal distinction” exists between legal herme-
neutics done correctly and historical hermeneutics.94 Justice Scalia
would have disagreed.

In contrast, legal historians have no “dogmatic task” and “no case
from which to start.”95 Although they seek to understand the law as
first promulgated, they are also legal realists. Legal historians must
also investigate how the law was applied across a wide variety of situa-
tions. It is only in cases that the law becomes “concrete.”96 The ob-
server is looking into the boxes to see if there really is a beetle inside.

It is concreteness for a day.97 A decade of war can change the
meaning of a word. The state militia no longer exists by that name. It
is the National Guard, and it fights with automatic rifles and airplanes
all over the world. There is no legal duty to serve in the military today
as there was in 1791. As Collingwood theorized, the danger is that a
historian ends up having a conversation with herself instead of with
her sources. To have a metaphorical conversation with the past re-
quires placing the source’s words in a context that the historian un-
derstands.98 Ideally, historians—or justices—would master both

91. GADAMER, supra note 73, at 322.
92. Id. at 321.
93. Id. at 322.
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. See id. at 386.
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languages involved in the translation; they would think in both lan-
guages without difficulty.99 However, as a practical matter, it is enough
to “com[e] to a proper understanding about the subject matter, which
takes place in the medium of language.”100

Legal historians have a difficult task, which seems very different
from the jurists described by Gadamer. Jurists, too, cannot avoid fac-
ing the tension between past and present meanings. Jurists should not
be satisfied with taking a primary legal document at face value. They
must consider historical change and “define afresh the normative
function of the law.”101 The idea that jurists need only interpret a pri-
mary legal document historically is a “legally untenable fiction.”102

The jurist, no less than the legal historian, lacks “direct access to the
historical object.”103

C. Precedent, History, and United States v. Miller

Justice Stevens based his dissent on precedent. In 1939, the Court
decided that the Amendment protected only military use of weapons
in United States v. Miller.104 Justice Scalia rejected the dissent’s reading
and offered his own that supported his opinion. This is perfectly ac-
ceptable legal behavior, but Collingwood argued it is not for histori-
ans. For them, precedent is merely a special type of authority that the
Court overturns only if special conditions are met.105 The current jus-
tices cannot contradict the tradition otherwise.106 This, too, is a com-
mon-sense approach to history, and it is not based on a historical
standard but rather a legal standard. New evidence and new historical
thinking can easily change how the justices should rule in the case.
Furthermore, precedent can solve many thorny historical issues.

Gadamer’s hermeneutics also provides insight into Heller. The key
text is ambiguous, and legal rules provide no way to solve that ambigu-
ity. The justices engaged in mere contradiction instead of argument.
Four justices agreed with Justice Scalia that Miller only found that the
federal government could ban an unusual and dangerous form of
weapon. His interpretation was, therefore, the correct one.

99. Id. at 386–87.
100. Id. at 387.
101. Id. at 323. The historian and the jurist are in the same position. See id.
102. Id.
103. Id.
104. United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174, 178 (1939).
105. District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 639–40 (2008) (Stevens, J.,

dissenting).
106. See COLLINGWOOD, supra note 72, at 235.
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In Miller, defendants were convicted of possessing a type a sawed-
off shotgun in interstate commerce which the law banned under the
1934 National Firearms Act.107 It “was not” the use that mattered but
the type.108 Justice Scalia italicized parts of the Miller Court’s holding
to prove his interpretation is “entirely clear,” but he only showed that
he fell prey to a common fault of advocacy. There are no grays in a
courtroom.

Justice Scalia further quotes Miller:
In the absence of any evidence tending to show that the possession
or use of a [short-barreled shotgun] at this time has some reasona-
ble relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated
militia, we cannot say that the Second Amendment guarantees the
right to keep and bear such an instrument.109

Is it “such an instrument” because it is a short-barreled shotgun
or because it had no reasonable relationship to a well-regulated mili-
tia? Justice Scalia included another quote to prove his italicization is
correct: “[I]t is not within judicial notice that this weapon is any part
of the ordinary military equipment or that its use could contribute to
the common defense.”110 Nonetheless, the Court includes both “ordi-
nary military equipment” and “its use” in this sentence.

An in-depth Miller discussion is beyond the scope of this short
Article. However, Justice Stevens interprets Miller in a different way.
The case upheld the conviction because the Amendment only pro-
tected military weapons.111 Justice Stevens could have italicized the
sentence as follows:

[i]n the absence of any evidence tending to show that the posses-
sion or use of a [short-barreled shotgun] at this time has some rea-
sonable relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated
militia, we cannot say that the Second Amendment guarantees the
right to keep and bear such an instrument.112

Justice Scalia did not need to claim that Miller supported his in-
terpretation. All he needed to do was convince four other justices that
it was irretrievably ambiguous. The burden of proof would have al-
lowed him to present his case and win. The dissent may have refused
to concede an ambiguity existed because they were playing the long
game against originalism by insisting that stare decisis controlled.

107. Miller, 307 U.S. at 175.
108. Heller, 554 U.S. at 622.
109. Id. (quoting Miller, 307 U.S. at 178).
110. Id. (quoting Miller, 307 U.S. at 178).
111. Id. at 676–78 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
112. Id. at 622.
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Gadamer and Wittgenstein might have smiled with pleasure at such a
convincing proof of their theories.

D. Ordinary Meanings and Ordinary Citizens

One goal of originalism is historical.113 It seeks to give the
Amendment its ordinary meaning at the time of ratification.114 Both
ordinary meaning and ordinary citizens are, by necessity, imaginary
constructs. They change depending on how an interpreter defines
each. The definitions change the sources that the interpreter uses and
depend on the interpreter’s skills. Historical methods and perhaps a
legal tradition exist, but there is no legal principle. Justice Scalia’s in-
terpretations illustrate the dangers of this approach in a court of law
for fundamental fairness.115

Justice Scalia did not define ordinary meaning—or ordinary citi-
zen—except by the evidence on which he relied that was not credible.
The ordinary citizen likely diligently read and remembered Black-
stone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England.116 The ordinary citizen
likely read a Complete Guide to Justices of the Peace, published in 1707,117

and possessed a close understanding of how courts treated preambles
in the early Republic.118 The ordinary citizen likely spoke the same
English heard in Parliament—as read in the London Magazine or Gentle-
men’s Monthly Intelligencer119—and likely had a copy of English Statutes
at Large from 1689.120 However, Justice Scalia’s ordinary citizen appar-
ently never read John Adams’s Defence of the Constitutions. Justice Scalia
provided no specific historical or legal basis for the materials he used.

Justice Scalia cited these materials primarily to show usage, but
usage was synonymous with meaning for him. Moreover, his analysis
showed a superior knowledge of the law than an ordinary citizen in
1791. Justice Scalia rejected idiomatic and revolutionary rhetoric in
favor of dictionary definitions from thirty years later. He spoke of

113. See Asher Maoz, Law and History—A Need for Demarcation, 18 L. & HIST. REV. 619,
619 (2000).

114. Heller, 554 U.S. at 576–77.
115. See generally Jamal Greene, Selling Originalism, 97 GEO. L.J. 657 (2009); see also R.

George Wright, Originalism and the Problem of Fundamental Fairness, 91 MARQ. L. REV. 687
(2008) (both discussing fairness in a nation that oppressed so many).

116. Heller, 554 U.S. at 582.
117. Id. at 589 n.10.
118. See id. at 594–95.
119. See id. at 576 n.2.
120. Id. at 582.
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logic as if the ordinary citizen were a philosopher.121 He brazenly de-
clared what historical words “plainly” meant without considering the
Framers’ context in detail.122 He declared that a whole series of argu-
ments made “no sense” based on fine linguistic distinctions more
characteristic of Samuel Johnson than an American farmer.123

In summary, he lacked any recognizable historical method. No
legal principle guided Justice Scalia in choosing his sources, either.124

He was far from alone in these two failings, and his Heller opinion
illustrates that it is a systemic problem for originalists. Originalists can-
not begin to find the ordinary meaning of a text until they start the
onerous and difficult task of defining the standard they will use to
determine whether a source is relevant.

The interpretation this Article proposes will define terms con-
cretely, as militiamen and ordinary citizens might have understood
them. It will also rely on the words of elites but not exclusively. It will
rely on concrete examples as much as possible and dictionaries as lit-
tle as possible. It will re-enact the choices facing the federalists using
Collingwood’s theories. The need for source material to be written
and readily available will hinder this effort by preventing the voices of
enslaved Black people, women, and other marginalized individuals
from being considered.125 Despite this, the interpretation still yields
strong inferences. It will certainly not convince everyone, but it relies
on accepted historical methods and does not reject large amounts of
evidence as Justice Scalia’s interpretation did. It also acknowledges
ambiguities and uncertainties. This is the bare minimum that histori-
cal research can do.

121. See generally id. at 577–78 (Justice Scalia discussing that “[l]ogic demands that
there be a link between the stated purpose and the command”).

122. Id. at 604 (“[P]lainly referred to an individual right.”); id. at 608 (“[W]hich was
plainly not what the English right protected.”); id. at 614 (“A Report of . . . stated plainly
. . . .”); id. at 616 (“It was plainly the understanding.”).

123. See id. at 602 (“The analogy makes no sense . . . .”); id. at 605 (“[W]ould not make
sense . . . .”) (“[S]tatements that make no sense . . . .”) (“[W]hich was plainly not what the
English right protected.”).

124. See, e.g., Fletcher v. Peck, 10 U.S. 87 (1810).
125. Eugene Scott, Originalism in A Diverse America: How Does Amy Coney Barrett’s Judicial

Philosophy Square with Who Was Left Out of the Constitution?, WASH. POST (Oct. 17, 2020, 5:00
AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/10/17/originalism-diverse-america-
how-does-amy-coney-barretts-judicial-philosophy-square-with-who-was-left-out-constitution/
[https://perma.cc/BT4F-EH3N] (discussing Originalism’s exclusion of many marginal-
ized people, an issue of which Scalia also understood); Stephen M. Griffin, Justice Scalia:
Affirmative or Negative?, 101 MINN. L. REV. 52, 55 (2016).
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E. The Unavoidable Ambiguity of Words and History

Words are blank symbols that gain meaning only in context and
through usage,126 and the past exists only in the imagination. Justices
need a reliable historical method to interpret the Amendment. Justice
Scalia did not employ one. Instead, he applied his theory of original-
ism, placing the Amendment in an inadequate context. In Heller, Jus-
tice Scalia often provided no context for his primary and secondary
sources. Some of this may be temperament: Scalia was a born court-
room attorney.127 Mostly, he lacked a sound historical method.

III. Inquiring into the Right to Keep and Bear Arms in the
Early Republic

One of my inquiry’s criteria for how ordinary citizens understood
the Amendment is whether it makes narrative sense. Would Madison
and others in the record have acted the way that this Article imagines
they did? Does this Article show the connections between people,
ideas, and the Amendment? These criteria help shed light on how
ordinary citizens might have understood the Amendment. This Article
also considers the question of the Amendment’s meaning more di-
rectly. The watchwords are context and concreteness.

Further, this Article shows how the Revolutionary War trans-
formed state militias into somewhat more organized formations. The
musket became the militia’s primary infantry weapon. This common
experience shows how Justice Stevens had the better argument in Hel-
ler. The federalists also sought to protect ordered liberty from internal
and external threats, and Madison would not have ignored these
threats by recognizing an individual right to carry a gun to any con-
frontation. The federalists would have viewed it as an invitation to
mob rule. The main reasons to doubt the proposed interpretation are
the limited nature of the sources and historical change.

A. Reflecting on a Preconception

Johnny Tremain picked up a musket after his best friend and a
group of “poor, untrained, half-armed farmers” battled the British
Redcoats to a draw at Concord and Lexington, the strains of Yankee
Doodle Dandy filling the air.128 Published in the middle of World War
II, the novel Johnny Tremain won national awards and served its patri-

126. WITTGENSTEIN, supra note 7.
127. See generally Griffin, supra note 125, at 52–53, 55.
128. ESTHER FORBES, JOHNNY TREMAIN 281 (Kindle ed. 2010).
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otic purpose.129 Scalia argued something similar based on an Oregon
court case discussion of a “traditional militia.”130 Ordinary citizens
“[conceived] of the militia at the time of the Second Amendment’s
ratification . . . [to be] . . . the body of all citizens capable of military
service, who would bring the sorts of lawful weapons that they pos-
sessed at home to militia duty.”131

The reality was more complex and, above all, changing rapidly.
States increased militia readiness through training and better arms.132

States began organizing the military into larger formations133 and
“put under discipline,”134 but gaps remained.135 The novel correctly
noted that the musket was the standard military weapon when the
state militias stood in the line against the British Army.136 Muskets
were better suited for rapid, volley fire in formation than the more
accurate hunting rifles.137 Unlike the latter, muskets also had
bayonets.138

A person’s role in the militia depended on their weapon. Colo-
nists with hunting rifles fought as skirmishers,139 and they did not
have a role in the line. If a person did not have a musket, however,
they might not fight at all. George Washington once wrote, “I have not
a Musket to spare to the Militia who are without Arms . . . [i]t will be
needless for those to come down who have no Arms, except they will
consent to work upon the Fortifications . . . .”140

There is no doubt that the standard militia weapon was a musket,
not just any lawful weapon in the Revolutionary War. It remained that
way. In 1787, a newspaper carried an article in which a man stated that
he “would again shoulder my Musket” to protect the freedom of the

129. Neil L. York, Son of Liberty: Johnny Tremain and the Art of Making American Patriots, 6
EARLY AM. STUD. 422, 422, 426–27 (2008).

130. District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 624–25 (2008).
131. Id. at 627.
132. JOHN R. GALVIN, THE MINUTE MEN: A COMPACT HISTORY OF THE DEFENDERS OF THE

AMERICAN COLONIES 1645 - 1775, at 247–58 (1967).
133. ROBERT K. WRIGHT, JR., THE CONTINENTAL ARMY 11 (1983).
134. NOAH WEBSTER, HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 209 (Hard Press 2017).
135. See, e.g., 2 ANNALS OF CONG. 1535 (1834) (in South Carolina, “the militia were

miserably armed” with small arms).
136. WRIGHT, JR., supra note 133, at 4.
137. Id. at 7.
138. Id. at 4.
139. Id. at 7.
140. George Washington, To the Pennsylvania Council of Safety, in THE PAPERS OF GEORGE

WASHINGTON (Univ. of Va. Press, digital ed. 2008), https://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/
founders/GEWN-03-07-02-0323 [https://perma.cc/T7KA-FJ86].
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press that he had fought for.141 Patrick Henry was first a leader of the
Revolution who “led the opposition to the ratification” but then later
became a Federalist.142 He asked “[o]f what service would militia be to
you, when most probably you will not have a single musket in the
State; for as arms are to be provided by Congress, they may or may not
furnish them”?143 Finally, one young man called the musket the “the
implement of a Soldier” in 1800.144

The militia that Justice Scalia imagined no longer existed, if it
ever had.

B. A Broad, Familiar Context

Justice Scalia limited his context to the circumstances directly re-
lated to the Amendment’s ratification, but this approach omitted an
important context for re-enacting Madison’s actions.145 The United
States defeated the British Army at Yorktown and secured its indepen-
dence in the 1783 Paris Peace Treaty, but the town still faced strong
military threats. Externally, the British remained in Canada and the
Caribbean. The Spanish remained in Florida and New Orleans. Most
importantly, Madison discovered that many First Nation Indigenous
people did not consider themselves defeated or bound by the peace
treaty.

Many European-Americans along the frontier did not consider
themselves bound by federal treaties guaranteeing Indigenous people
their lands. These individuals looked to their states or relied on them-
selves. So did others, and the founders viewed these independent

141. Wheeler, Argus, in THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE CON-

STITUTION (John P. Kaminski et al. eds., Univ. of Va. Press, digital ed. 2009), https://ro-
tunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/RNCN-02-24-02-0001-0032 [https://perma.cc/K3EQ-
SCY4].

142. MICHAEL J. KLARMAN, THE FRAMERS’ COUP 467 (2016).
143. Patrick Henry, Debates, in THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE

CONSTITUTION (John P. Kaminski et al. eds., Univ. of Va. Press, digital ed. 2009), https://
rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/RNCN-02-09-02-0004-0007-0001 [https://
perma.cc/S97K-9RG9].

144. Charles Cotesworth Pinckney to James McHenry, in THE PAPERS OF ALEXANDER HAMIL-

TON (Harold C. Syrett, ed., Univ. of Va. Press, digital ed. 2011), https://ro-
tunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/ARHN-01-24-02-0174-0002 [https://perma.cc/9RC2-
E25L].

145. See GORDON S. WOOD, EMPIRE OF LIBERTY: A HISTORY OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC

1798–1815, at 65–72 (2009) (discussing the adoption of the Bill of Rights); see GORDON S.
WOOD, THE CREATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC 1776–1787, at 58–64 (1998) (discussing
Republicanism and building up to the adoption of Bill of Rights); but see LEONARD W. LEVY,
ORIGINS OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS 149 (1999) (arguing that the Second Amendment protects
the “so-called militias of today”).
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communities as threatening property rights and liberty. Mob rule was
viewed as a dangerous threat to the small number of white males
meeting in Philadelphia.

The founders blamed the Articles of Confederation for the Na-
tion’s weakness. The Articles of Confederation did not give the Conti-
nental Congress power to force every state to maintain a “well-
regulated and disciplined militia, sufficiently armed and accou-
tered.”146 Also, the federal government could not levy taxes to pay for
field pieces and tents, as required when the states failed to do so.147

Equally importantly, state militias drilled to different books and car-
ried different types of muskets.

The Framers responded by giving Congress greater control over
the state militias in the proposed Constitution. It could call forth the
militia “to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and
repel Invasions.”148 The Constitution also gave Congress power to or-
ganize, arm, and discipline the militiamen called into United States
service.149 States retained authority over training as prescribed by the
United States, and the states appointed the officers.150 The President
became commander-in-chief of the armed forces, including the state
militias if they were federalized.151 The state militias remained impor-
tant, but war taught the federalists the potential need for a regular
army.

The elites in Philadelphia also lost much of their enthusiasm for
revolutionary thought and tendencies.152 To put it bluntly, federalists
distrusted mobs with guns.153 John Adams wrote a cogent example of
this shift in his Defence of the Constitutions. He wrote: “To suppose arms
in the hands of citizens, to be used at individual discretion, except in
private self-defence, or by partial orders of towns, counties, or districts
of a state, is to demolish every constitution.”154 However, a well-regu-
lated militia under state control would help defend the nation.155 It

146. ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION of 1781, art. VI, para. 4.
147. ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION of 1781, art. VIII, para. 2.
148. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 15.
149. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 16.
150. Id.
151. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 1.
152. BAILYN, supra note 69 at 283–84.
153. See HALBROOK, supra note 53, at 5, 157, 160.
154. ADAMS, supra note 48, at 475.
155. Letter from William H. Sumner, to John Adams, Late President of the United States, in AN

INQUIRY INTO THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MILITIA TO A FREE COMMONWEALTH 38–39 (1823)
(discussing the positive effects on young people).
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would also socialize young males into their democracy.156 For Adams,
these two goals are “essential” in a free republic,157 and these ideas
shaped the Amendment.

C. Madison Shepherds the Amendment to Ratification

Antifederalists vociferously objected to the new federal power
over the militia in their state ratifying conventions.158 In Virginia, Pat-
rick Henry stated that the “great object is, that every man be
armed,”159 but he addressed the need for a state militia to defend
against the federal government.160 George Mason also stated that “dis-
arm[ing] the people; that was the best and most effectual way to en-
slave them.”161 This may seem ambiguous, but he immediately tied
the idea to the militia: “The militia may be here destroyed by that
method which has been practiced in other parts of the world before;
that is, by rendering them useless—by disarming them . . . [u]nder
various preten[s]es.”162

The same objections occurred elsewhere. The Governor of New
York also tied the need to prevent disarming the people with greater
federal control over the states.163 Noah Webster, a delegate to the
New York ratification convention and later an author of a famous dic-
tionary,164 stated that a federal standing army could rule only after
“the people must be disarmed” by marching them around the country

156. Id.
157. See Mr. Adams’s Answer, in AN INQUIRY INTO THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MILITIA TO A

FREE COMMONWEALTH 69–70 (1823).
158. Klarman, supra note 142, 556–57, 580.
159. Henry, supra note 143.
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Expediency of Adopting the Federal Constitution, in 1 SELECT AMERICAN SPEECHES, FORENSIC AND

PARLIAMENTARY, WITH PREFATORY REMARKS: BEING A SEQUEL TO DR. CHAPMAN’S ‘SELECT

SPEECHES’ 21 (1815); Patrick Henry’s Second Speech on the Federal Constitution, Being in Reply to
Governor Randolph, in 1 SELECT AMERICAN SPEECHES, FORENSIC AND PARLIAMENTARY, WITH

PREFATORY REMARKS: BEING A SEQUEL TO DR. CHAPMAN’S ‘SELECT SPEECHES’ 128 (1815);
Don Higginbotham, The Federalized Militia Debate: A Neglected Aspect of Second Amendment
Scholarship, 55 WM. & MARY Q. 39–58 (1998).

161. 3 JONATHAN ELLIOT, THE DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS OF THE FED-

ERAL CONSTITUTION 255 (1827), https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/elliot-the-debates-in-the-
several-state-conventions-vol-3%C2%A0 [https://perma.cc/LK5J-3A36].

162. Id. at 379.
163. Cato, Letter to the Citizens of the State of New York, N.Y. J., Nov. 8, 1787 (The Anti-

Federalist Papers, Cato IV).
164. See generally NOAH WEBSTER, AN AMERICAN DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

(1835).
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or on some other pretext.165 The reason was that “[t]he whole body of
people are armed, constitute a force superior to an band of regular
troops that can be, on any preten[s]e, raised in the United States.”166

The New York ratifying convention recommended an Amendment
stating: “the people have a right to keep and bear arms; that a well-
regulated militia, including the body of the people capable of bearing
arms, is the proper, natural, and safe defen[s]e of a free state.”167 A
minority report in Pennsylvania proposed an amendment that explic-
itly protected hunting weapons and rights.168

Even if Justice Scalia’s interpretation is correct, it does not fit well
into a reasonable interpretation of the Amendment’s narrative. Feder-
alists did not adopt the amendments in the Pennsylvania minority re-
port.169 They did not have to. Instead, federalists emphasized the
benefits of the new Constitution.170 They downplayed its risks, and
they agreed to ratify a bill of rights—including an amendment that
protected an individual right to serve in a militia.171 This satisfied anti-
federalists because almost every man had a legal duty to carry a gun in
the militia. Only a well-trained militia could stand up to a federal
standing army. It also roughly matched how the Articles of Confedera-
tion addressed state militias.

Moreover, Madison would not have given the antifederalists carte
blanche on this particular issue. Nine states ratified the Constitution,172
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and Washington was inaugurated as President. Washington’s federal-
ist supporters outnumbered their opponents on most issues in Con-
gress.173 Madison and the federalists wanted to avoid wrecking on the
shoals of a destructive second convention,174 but they also remained
fearful of mob rule. Accordingly, his first draft steered a familiar
course: “The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be
infringed; well armed and well regulated militia, being the best scru-
tiny of a free country: but no person religiously scrupulous of bearing
arms shall be compelled to render military service in person.”175 This
draft did not copy any state constitution or proposed amendment, but
it came very close to doing so.

Congress eventually deleted the exemption for individuals having
religious scruples, and Justice Stevens argued that the distinction be-
tween “person” in this clause and the people in the second clause sup-
ports reading the people as a right to serve in the militia.176 He
responded that Congress deleted this provision, and it is “perilous” to
draw any conclusions from the exemption for religious scruples.177

That depends, however, on how well the issue is known and what in-
ference a person draws. It probably contributed to Pennsylvania not
establishing a compulsory militia law until 1777.178

At least one federalist article in a Pennsylvania newspaper sup-
ported Justice Stevens.179 “Friend Oswald”—perhaps a Quaker—ties
the religious exemption directly to militia service.180 He wrote that
some people objected that “the militia is to be under the immediate
command of Congre[s]s; and men are con[s]cientiou[s]ly
[s]crupulous of bearing arms, may be compelled to perform military
duty.”181 Directly after this description of the federal government’s in-
creased power, the article states, “[n]ow we know that men

173. See EMPIRE OF LIBERTY, supra note 145, at 95–139 (discussing the first Congresses
before Jefferson left the administration).

174. See NOAH FELDMAN, THE THREE LIVES OF JAMES MADISON 267 (1st ed. 2017) (dis-
cussing Madison’s fear).

175. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 434 (1789) (Joseph Gales ed., 1834).
176. District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 660 (Stevens, J. dissenting).
177. Id. at 590.
178. WRIGHT, JR., supra note 133, at 6.
179. Friend Oswald, Objections to the New Constitution, in 2 THE AMERICAN MUSEUM, OR

REPOSITORY OF ANCIENT AND MODERN FUGITIVE PIECES, &C. PROSE AND POETICAL 422, 428
(1787).

180. Id.
181. Id. at 428.
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con[s]cientiou[s]ly [s]crupulous . . . are not forced to bear arms in
any of the [s]tates.”182

Representatives in Congress interpreted the proposed draft in
connection with the militia. Representative Elias Boudinot argued
that striking out the religious exemption might lead people “to be-
lieve that there is an intention in the General Government to compel
all its citizens to bear arms” in a state militia.183

Elbridge Gerry was a Massachusetts delegate to the 1787 Constitu-
tional Convention and served as a Massachusetts representative in
1790.184 He stated that “this declaration of rights . . . is intended to
secure the people against the mal-administration of Government,”185

and he worried that the federal government would use the militias “to
destroy the Constitution itself.”186 He feared that “the Government”
would use a proposed religious exemption to “prevent them [the re-
ligiously scrupulous] from bearing arms” against a standing army.187

This would allow the federal government to destroy the Constitu-
tion.188 Additionally, he discussed Great Britain’s attempt to capture
the militia’s arms at the beginning of the Revolution, raising the same
concerns as Mason and Henry.189 The parallel between English
Monarchs using game laws as a pretext to disarm the people is close,
and there is no mention of an individual right to self-defense outside a
militia.

All this supports the proposition that the ordinary meaning of “to
bear arms” is best understood as tied to serving in the militia. An ana-
log today would be the phrase “join up.” This phrase could mean to
join any number of groups or organizations. Still, the idiomatic mean-
ing of voluntarily joining the army would predominate among young
people eligible to serve in the army. It might have even driven out

182. Id. at 428–29.
183. Amendment II, U. CHI.: FOUNDERS’ CONST. (Aug. 17, 1789), https://press-

pubs.uchicago.edu/founders/documents/amendIIs6.html [https://perma.cc/RSZ9-
J6LV].

184. Id.; see Gerry, Elbridge, HIST. ART & ARCHIVES: U.S. HOUSE REPRESENTATIVES,
https://history.house.gov/People/Detail/13737?ret=true [https://perma.cc/CG4J-3JX8].

185. Amendment II, supra note 183.
186. See id.
187. Id.; see 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 766–67 (1789) (Joseph Gales ed., 1834) (expressing

similar fears by a different representative).
188. See Amendment II, supra note 183.
189. Id.
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most other meanings of “to bear arms,” as Justice Stevens argues it did
in the historical context of the Amendment’s ratification.190

There is little doubt that the ordinary meaning of this was an in-
dividual right to keep a musket and bayonet for serving in the militia.
They never had a right to own a cannon. Nor would they have likely
wanted to do so.

Historical change raises a question, therefore, that those drafting
the Amendment likely did not consider: would the right to keep a
military gun to serve in the state militia survive the government pro-
viding guns and ammunition to military members from a central loca-
tion? Maybe not. Changes in military organization and tactics often
meant that governments supplied this weapon from a central location
even before 1789. Any evidence of the founding generation’s intent
would come after the people ratified the Amendment.

D. Ordinary Meaning and Language Games

Through one turgid page after another, the justices display their
erudition as they debate the meanings of words and phrases. Justice
Stevens even discusses the Latin origins of the idiom “bear arms.”191

Justice Scalia’s many footnotes are at times indecipherable and have
little purpose because they had no common criterion.192 The foot-
notes were blowing in the wind, and they would continue to do so
until originalists develop a philosophy of history. Having a philosophy
of language would not hurt, either. As a practical matter, it would be
enough that the justices understand the historical context of ordinary
citizens as much as time permits.193 A salient feature of ordinary citi-
zens in the early Republic is that almost all of them had experienced
war in one form or another.

Unfortunately, records of how ordinary citizens interpreted the
Amendment are not readily available. Second Amendment scholars
read a small group of elite’s words and infer that ordinary citizens
understood it similarly. That inference depends on whether the elites
discussed a shared experience, and whether the elites did so when

190. See District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 657 (2008) (Stevens, J., dissent-
ing) (discussing how the term is used repeatedly in a context that can only be interpreted
as military).

191. Id. at 646–47.
192. See e.g., id. at 654, 657 n.19 (arguing that Tucker’s constitutional powers on the

states’ power to arm their militias); id. n.20 (inferring that Rawle could not have believed
that the Second Amendment related only to a right to serve in the militia); id. n.21(baldly
interpreting a secondary case).

193. See GADAMER, supra note 74, at 397.
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they debated the federal bill creating a militia in 1790 and 1791. The
elites generally knew their own state’s militia laws,194 and Madison
briefly served in the militia during the Revolutionary War.195 Many
other representatives and ordinary citizens served during the Revolu-
tionary War or in the Continental Army. They all looked into the same
box, and they played a familiar language game during debates on the
militia bills. This is the most probative evidence about the meaning of
“the people” and “bear arms” other than the debates.

Some ambiguity is unavoidable, but the debates show representa-
tives using “bear arms” or “shoulder a musket” in an idiomatic way of
saying to serve in the militia or regular army. A Georgia representative
linked the carrying of guns to the militia in the 1790 militia de-
bates.196 He noted that Georgia had a strict law that required almost
all white males to serve in the militia.197 He believed “the people of
America would be highly di[s]plea[s]ed at being debarred the privi-
lege of carrying arms.”198 He continued in a way that suggests he
meant the sovereign people: “[I]t might prove burden[s]ome to a
[s]mall number of individuals, to be obliged to bear [arms] . . . . In
England the ca[s]e was nearly familiar. The arms, put into the hands
of the militia, in the different cities, rendered them formidable to the
Barons.”199 He also mentioned how the Swiss cantons established
their freedom through their militias.200 His speech was published in a
contemporary newspaper.201

A South Carolina representative showed how the Amendment in-
volved the division of state-federal power over state militias for some.
He “denied that Congress had any right to interfere with the regula-
tions of the several States in respect to their militia,”202 and he denied
that the federal government could designate “who shall bear arms” or
to pay for those arms as a matter of constitutional law.203

194. See, e.g., House of Representatives of the United States, supra note 64 (discussing that
Georgia’s militia law is more stringent than the proposed federal law).

195. Colonel James Madison, NAT’L GUARD, https://www.nationalguard.mil/Resources
/Image-Gallery/Historical-Paintings/Presidential-Series/James-Madison [https://
perma.cc/T5HM-63YL] (served for a year but his frail health prevented active service).

196. House of Representatives of the United States, supra note 64 (discussing the importance
of individuals “of carrying arms . . . bearing arms” in militias to their freedom throughout
history).
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198. Id.
199. Id.
200. Id.
201. Id.
202. 3 ANNALS OF CONG. 420–21 (1849).
203. Id. at 421.
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In 1792, Congress refused to purchase a musket for every soldier
in a state militia.204 The militiaman or his state had to provide their
own musket or good rifle for themselves.205

When war with France threatened in 1797, Congress considered a
new militia bill.206 Albert Gallatin, later secretary of Treasury under
President Jefferson, stated in the House that “a man be rich or poor,
provided he has a common interest in the welfare of the community,
he had an equal reliance upon him. And this is a constitutional idea;
for the Constitution says ‘the rights of the people to bear arms shall
not be questioned.’”207

This quote only provides modest help, but the concrete need to
arm the militia provides much more. In 1793, Secretary of War Henry
Knox stated the militia did not arm themselves because federal law
provided “no penalty” for failure to do so.208 A representative noted
that people in his district had few muskets but many valuable rifles in
1798.209 They continued to make a distinction between arms used in
ordinary life and those useful in military service, that is, rifles on the
frontier and muskets elsewhere.210 Rifles loaded more slowly than
muskets and lacked bayonets; therefore, they were not generally used
other than for skirmishing on broken ground.211

The change in type and ownership of the gun led to a debate
over where the musket should be kept. A representative argued mus-
kets “were not to go into the hands of the militia, except [when]
called out into service.”212 Instead, they should be stored in arse-
nals.213 They would not keep their muskets in their homes. It is un-
clear what became the practice in the states.

One might interpret the Amendment from this experience and
conclude that it protects an individual right. Justice Scalia did. But
this is the least likely interpretation of ordinary citizens in 1791. Many

204. See Second Militia Act of 1792, ch. 33, 1 Stat. 271 (requiring militiamen to supply
their own musket or good rifle).

205. Id.
206. EMPIRE OF LIBERTY, supra note 146 at 239–40.
207. 9 ANNALS OF CONG. 1746 (1851).
208. 3 ANNALS OF CONG. 1397 (1849).
209. 9 ANNALS OF CONG. 1434 (1851).
210. Id. at 1439.
211. See WRIGHT, JR., supra note 133, at 7 (rifles were comparatively disadvantaged as

military weapon on open ground).
212. 9 ANNALS OF CONG. 1434 (1851).
213. See id. at 1433–34 (discussing the need for “well-supplied arsenals” and that indi-

viduals should not get arms “except when called out into service,” leaving arsenals, armo-
ries, or similar public buildings as the only alternative).
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had fought in the Revolutionary War or against Indigenous peoples.
Although it might have had a different meaning fifteen years earlier,
the Amendment’s ordinary meaning would have been that they had a
right to carry a gun in a state militia in 1791. Without more and better
evidence, there is no particular reason to believe that most European-
Americans would have thought the Amendment protected an individ-
ual right to carry a gun outside of militia service.

E. More Likely Than Not

Context is crucial because it is the only thing available when stud-
ying history. The historical record shows a group of meanings sur-
rounded the phrase “to keep and bear arms.” It might mean that
United States citizens have the right to carry a gun to any confronta-
tion, but the question is whether that is the meaning ordinary citizens
would ascribe to it. Most likely not. To an ordinary citizen, as
imagined, the phrase “to keep and bear arms” would have more likely
meant a right to serve in the state militia.

This conclusion derives from considering the Amendment in
context rather than defining words and parsing sentences. The first
clause would cause ordinary citizens to think of the universal duty to
serve in the militia and the Revolutionary War. They would then inter-
pret the second clause as protecting that right as only the militia could
protect against a federal standing army.

The ordinary citizen would have been unlikely to interpret the
second clause to be an individual right to keep and bear arms because
household arms were differentiated from the right to carry a musket
in the militia. Congress reinforced this distinction by requiring militia
men to buy their own musket in the first militia bill, and when not
enough did, supplying muskets to state militias. Johnny Tremain did
not pick up just any handy weapon and head off to war.

But it is possible that we cannot recover enough of the meaning
of the Amendment to answer the question in the case. Millions of citi-
zens do not understand the same word in exactly the same way. His-
torical change may render a word moot as it should in the case.
Justices can recognize these difficulties. They can begin the difficult
conversation of developing a more nuanced approach to interpreting
historical documents. Justices need to agree as much as possible on
the criteria for interpreting the Constitution. What type of meaning
counts? Whose meaning counts? How do the justices determine it?
None of those criteria exist.
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Conclusion

A scholar asked whether justices should be historians or whether
they should rely on precedent.214 The latter approach would better
limit judicial discretion because relying on history is too difficult and
uncertain.215 Relying on past decisions would avoid the justices not
having the time or tools to do an extensive historical analysis. How-
ever, this solution turns out to be little better than the problem—as
the split over Miller proves. The injustice of continuing to apply
postbellum equal protection analysis is unchanged. Judicial discretion
is as unlimited as the justices want it to be.

Still, originalists face problems in achieving their goal because
they must employ sounder methods to capture the past’s complexity,
change, and ambiguity with which they are sometimes unfamiliar.
Originalists cannot just focus on a group of words and interpret them
in isolation from all the other ideas of the time. Originalists should
have investigated the Amendment’s concrete meaning and the
changes in the militia. If originalists had done so, they would have
recognized the importance of interconnections, change, and the right
to bear arms being a right—and a duty—in the early Republic. As
such, the Second Amendment protects only a right to carry a gun in a
state militia.

214. See Strauss, supra note 1, at 144.
215. Id.


